
 
Boatplus Brief Introduction  

 

 
 

www.boatplus.cn i s  the only website focusing on  the boat and marine 

equipment selection and on-line exhibition platform in China. It provides over 

70,000 marine products for the government, design institute and shipyard working 

on this field.   

On Boatplus, the users only need to register an account before they search and go 

over all the products. They could use the function of “product comparation” with max 

of 4 similar type of products which they are interested in at the same time. They may also 

get more details and examples on product pages efficiently. The users could also save 

the products and suppliers and share with their comrades.  

 



 

All the products are displayed and can be searched by key words on the 

“search engine” like Google on Boatplus.   

 
 

  The users may also use the Navigation Bar to find the products with step 1-2-3 or 

more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Boatplus is able to recommend the similar or might be interested products by

the AI analysis according to the user’s daily searching/comparing/saving.   

  “Hit products” could be displayed through the album with video inserted 

through a more attractive way.   

 



 

 

Now the users using Boatplus for pre-reference of product selection major in 

Chinese shipowners, shipyards and designers, including China MSA, China Rescue, 

Changjiang River Administration, China Pilotage, CSSC, 701 ,702, 708, SDARI, 

JSSDAI and so on. On the basis of years of communication and cooperation with these 

roles, Boatplus is consistently improving the scale of products data base and the forms of 

demonstration.  

 
More info about companies to be launched on Boatplus: 
 

All the companies and their products launched on Boatplus can be searched out 

through the search engine and can be selected through the certain elements and 

parameters processed by Boatplus. For British companies in BMO Program 2020, their 

info can Concerning every company’s main page in Boatplus, the following pictures are 

demonstrated for illustration: 

The company’s page has two main contents: The info of the company and the 

products supplied by the company. See the pictures below: 

 



 
 

 
 

After clicking into the detail page of some certain product, the users will see the page 

as following: 



 


